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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND In adults, high blood pressure (BP), adverse serum lipids, and smoking associate with cognitive deﬁcits.
The effects of these risk factors from childhood on midlife cognitive performance are unknown.
OBJECTIVES This study sought to investigate the associations between childhood/adolescence cardiovascular risk
factors and midlife cognitive performance.
METHODS From 1980, a population-based cohort of 3,596 children (baseline age: 3 to 18 years) have been followed for
31 years in 3- to 9-year intervals. BP, serum lipids, body mass index, and smoking were assessed in all follow-ups.
Cumulative exposure as the area under the curve for each risk factor was determined in childhood (6 to 12 years),
adolescence (12 to 18 years), and young adulthood (18 to 24 years). In 2011, cognitive testing was performed in 2,026
participants aged 34 to 49 years.
RESULTS High systolic BP, elevated serum total-cholesterol, and smoking from childhood were independently
associated with worse midlife cognitive performance, especially memory and learning. The number of early life risk
factors, including high levels (extreme 75th percentile for cumulative risk exposure between ages 6 and 24 years) of
systolic BP, total-cholesterol, and smoking associated inversely with midlife visual and episodic memory and visuospatial
associative learning (–0.140 standard deviations per risk factor, p < 0.0001) and remained signiﬁcant after adjustment
for contemporaneous risk factors. Individuals with all risk factors within recommended levels between ages 6 and
24 years performed 0.29 standard deviations better (p ¼ 0.006) on this cognitive domain than those exceeding all risk
factor guidelines at least twice. This difference corresponds to the effect of 6 years aging on this cognitive domain.
CONCLUSIONS Cumulative burden of cardiovascular risk factors from childhood/adolescence associate
with worse midlife cognitive performance independent of adulthood exposure. (J Am Coll Cardiol 2017;69:2279–89)
© 2017 by the American College of Cardiology Foundation.
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Young Adults) cohort (15). Whether a similar link ex-

that exposure to midlife high blood

ists between early life risk exposure and adulthood

pressure (BP), adverse serum lipids,

cognitive function is unknown. We sought to address

and smoking are associated with cognitive

this knowledge gap in the YFS (Cardiovascular Risk

decline later in life (1–4). Studies in animal

in Young Finns Study), which has followed a

models have observed associations between

population-based sample of individuals from child-

BP = blood pressure

these risk factors and cognitive performance.

hood to adulthood. As a part of the 31-year follow-up

LDL = low-density lipoprotein

Spontaneously

show

study, cognitive testing was performed using a test

PAL = paired-associates

cognitive decline compared with normoten-

battery focusing on several cognitive domains that

learning test
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are related to brain structures typically affected in the

RVP = rapid visual information

diet-induced hypercholesterolemia leads to

early stages of cognitive decline (16). We hypothe-

memory deﬁcits. In addition, adolescent

sized that a greater burden of cardiovascular risk

rats exposed to nicotine show long-lasting

factors in childhood, adolescence, and young adult-

cognitive deﬁcits (8). Although the mecha-

hood, including repeatedly assessed BP, serum lipids,

nisms underlying these associations are largely

and smoking, are associated with worse cognitive

unclear, experimental studies have suggested that

performance in midlife.
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processing test
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evidence

hypertensive
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may

rats

damage

both

neuronal and vascular tissues of the brain. Studies

METHODS

in rodents have shown that hypertension may alter
cerebral vasculature and eventually lead to restrained

POPULATION. This analysis is a part of the YFS,

function of the blood-brain barrier (9). Moreover,

which is an ongoing longitudinal population-based

experiments on rodents have indicated that diet-

study on cardiovascular risk factors from childhood

induced hypercholesterolemia may inﬂuence the

to adulthood. The ﬁrst cross-sectional study included

expression of genes in the brain relevant for cellular

3,596 randomly selected children and adolescents

mechanisms for learning, memory, and neurodegen-

(boys and girls; ages 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 years) and

eration (10). Simultaneously, experiments on rodent

was performed in 1980. The cohort has been followed

and rabbit brains have shown evidence that hyper-

in regular intervals in 1983, 1986, 1989, 2001, and

cholesterolemia may induce inﬂammatory changes

2007; the latest follow-up study was conducted in

(6,7,11) that are associated with disturbed beta-

2011. Detailed information on the population and

amyloid metabolism (6,7,11). Furthermore, experi-

protocol is reported elsewhere (17).

mental evidence on rodent brains has suggested

PROCEDURES

that smoking exposure may induce oxidative stress

m e a s u r e c o g n i t i o n . In 2011, a computerized cogni-

(12–14), which may trigger cerebral inﬂammatory

tive testing battery (CANTAB, Cambridge Cognition,

changes (12) and lead to neuropathological changes,

Cambridge, United Kingdom) was used to assess

such as accumulation of beta-amyloid peptide and

cognitive performance in 2,026 participants. The

phosphorylation of tau protein, related to cognitive

YFS test battery included: 1) motor screening test

decline (13).

used as a training/screening tool to indicate difﬁSEE PAGE 2290

AND

MEASUREMENTS. O u t c o m e

culties in test execution; 2) paired-associates learning
(PAL) test measured visual and episodic memory and

It is therefore plausible that exposure to cardio-

visuospatial associative learning; 3) spatial working

vascular risk factors in early life may affect later

memory

cognitive performance. In support of this hypothesis,

working memory and problem solving; 4) reaction

test

measured

short-term

a link between cumulative burden of young adult-

time test measured reaction and movement speed

hood cardiovascular risk factors and cognitive per-

and attention; and 5) rapid visual information test

formance was shown in young and middle-age adults

(RVP) measured visual processing, recognition, and

in the CARDIA (Coronary Artery Risk Development in

sustained attention.
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risk factor, 3 ¼ 2 or 3 risk factors) including the

component analysis was conducted to identify com-

variables that showed signiﬁcant association with

ponents accounting for the majority of the variation

cognitive performance in the multivariate analyses

within the dataset. Principal components were

(i.e., systolic BP, serum total-cholesterol, and smok-

created for each test for performance in speciﬁc

ing). To deﬁne risk factors using the continuous AUC

cognitive domains. The motor screening test compo-

variables, the distributions of BP and serum total-

nent was excluded from further analyses because of

cholesterol were dichotomized into high ($75th

the ceiling effect (i.e., all participants had the

percentile) and low (<75th percentile) risk factor

maximum score in this test). Other components were

levels (sensitivity analyses were additionally per-

normalized using a rank order normalization pro-

formed by using cutpoints of 70th, 80th, and 85th

cedure resulting in 4 variables, each with mean 0 and

percentiles). Such dichotomized variables and the

standard deviation (SD) 1. All available data for each

binary smoking variable were summed to create the

cognitive test were used in the analyses; therefore,

variable indicating the number of risk factors (range:

the number of participants varies between the models

0 to 3) during early life. The age- and sex-speciﬁc

(n ¼ 177 were excluded because of technical reasons

mean

in some of the test domains and n ¼ 51 refused to

cholesterol

participate in all or some of the tests). Detailed

percentile of the AUC variables between ages 6 and

description and validation of the cognitive data have

24 years are presented in Online Table 1. A similar

been reported previously (18).

variable indicating the number of midlife risk factors

Exposure variables BP, serum lipids, body mass

at the time of cognitive testing was constructed.

i n d e x , a n d s m o k i n g . Standard methods were used

Current midlife daily smoking was queried at the time

for measuring BP, serum total-cholesterol, high-den-

of cognitive testing and categorized as nonsmokers

sity lipoprotein cholesterol, and triglycerides at

versus daily smokers.

values

of

systolic

corresponding

BP,
to

totalthe

and

LDL-

highest

75th

baseline and all follow-up studies. Low-density lipo-

In addition to the arbitrarily selected risk factor

protein (LDL) cholesterol was calculated according to

cutpoints, we examined whether the effect of early

Friedewald (19). Details of these methods have been

life risk exposure is attributable to levels of risk fac-

described previously (20). At all study phases, the

tors repeatedly exceeding the recommended guide-

participants’ weight and height were measured and

lines. The age- and sex-speciﬁc cutpoints were

body mass index (BMI) was calculated. To use all

considered for variables showing signiﬁcant effect for

available repeatedly measured exposure data for

cognitive performance in the multivariate analyses

continuous variables, we estimated subject-speciﬁc

(i.e., systolic BP (23), LDL-cholesterol (24), and

curves for cardiovascular risk factors by mixed

smoking (25). The exact cutpoints for these risk fac-

model regression splines (21). The area under the

tors are presented in Online Table 2. The participants

curve (AUC) for continuous risk variables was evalu-

were classiﬁed into: 1) no risk factor levels exceeding

ated to indicate a long-term burden of each measured

guidelines or levels exceeding at most once per risk

attribute (22). The AUC variables were deﬁned sepa-

factor; 2) risk factor levels exceeding guidelines on

rately for childhood (6 to 12 years), adolescence (12 to

1 risk factor at least twice; 3) risk factor levels

18 years), young adulthood (18 to 24 years), and early

exceeding guidelines at least twice on 2 risk factors;

life (6 to 24 years). For interpretability, the AUC var-

4) risk factor levels exceeding guidelines at least

iables were standardized resulting in variables with

twice on all risk factors.

mean 0 and SD 1. Smoking exposure was queried

C o v a r i a t e s . The following primary covariates were

throughout the follow-up time. Smoking status was

used in the analyses: age, sex, baseline household in-

dichotomized into daily smokers and nonsmokers,

come, antihypertensive and dyslipidemia medication,

deﬁned as current daily smoking (yes/no) at the

and diagnoses of cardiovascular diseases and type 1

baseline or at any of follow-up studies when the

and 2 diabetes mellitus. Altogether, 1,901 individuals

participants were age 12 to 24 years.

with cognitive test data had complete data on exposure

In addition to studying the associations using

variables and primary covariates. Age was deﬁned in

continuous AUC variables and the dichotomized

full years at the end of the year 2011. Baseline house-

smoking variable, the combined effect of several

hold income, use of antihypertensive (n ¼ 192) or

risk factors from childhood to young adulthood on

dyslipidemia (n ¼ 72) medication, and type 1 diabetes

midlife cognitive performance was analyzed. For

diagnoses (n ¼ 12) were queried. Participants were

that purpose, a 3-level variable indicating the

classiﬁed as having type 2 diabetes based on self-

number of cardiovascular risk factors during early life

reported

(6 to 24 years) was created (1 ¼ no risk factors, 2 ¼ 1

reported glucose-lowering medication, or abnormal

and

register-conﬁrmed

diagnosis,

self-
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plasma glucose or hemoglobin A1c values (n ¼ 75).

medication, and diagnoses of cardiovascular diseases

Diagnoses of cardiovascular diseases (n ¼ 13) were

and diabetes mellitus. Because of high intercorrela-

adjudicated from the National Hospital Discharge

tion (r ¼ 0.94) between total- and LDL-cholesterol,

register. Additionally, data on the following cova-

these variables showed essentially similar relations

riates were available for restricted numbers of partic-

with the cognitive domains and were not considered

ipants,

additional

simultaneously in the multivariable models. Finally,

analyses: childhood academic performance (n ¼

all analyses were further adjusted for childhood aca-

1,684), adulthood education (n ¼ 1,894), apolipopro-

demic performance, adulthood education, apoEε4,

tein E (apoE) genotype (n ¼ 1,803), and adulthood

and adulthood physical activity. Additionally, we

physical activity (n ¼ 1,884). Childhood academic

tested the possible effect modiﬁcation caused by sex

performance expressed as grade point average (i.e.,

or age on the associations between cardiovascular

mean of grades in all individual school subjects at

risk factors and performance on those cognitive do-

and

were

therefore

used

in

baseline or either of the 2 subsequent follow-ups for

mains that showed signiﬁcant results in the multi-

those participants who were not of school age at

variate models. The possible effect modiﬁcation was

baseline) was queried and used as a proxy for child-

analyzed by adding interaction terms in the fully

hood cognitive ability. Adulthood education was

adjusted multivariate models. No signiﬁcant in-

assessed with questionnaires at the follow-up studies

teractions were found (data not shown). All statistical

in 2001, 2007, and 2011. The maximum years of edu-

analyses were performed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS

cation was determined as a continuous variable

Institute, Inc., Cary, North Carolina) and p < 0.05 as

from self-reported data concerning total years of ed-

the level of signiﬁcance. Detailed description of all

ucation. ApoE genotypes were analyzed with standard

statistical methods is presented in the Online

methods, and individuals were divided into apoEε4

Appendix.

carriers ($1 ε4 allele) and noncarriers (no ε4 alleles).
Physical activity was queried and the level of physical
activity was calculated as the mean of the adulthood
(ages 24 to 49 years) physical activity indexes (range:
5 to 15). Detailed description of the covariates is presented in the Online Appendix.
STATISTICAL ANALYSES. Student t test was applied

for continuous variables and chi-square test for categorical variables. Linear regression analyses were
conducted to examine the associations between
childhood/adolescence/young adulthood cardiovascular risk factors and midlife cognitive performance.
First, age- and sex-adjusted regression analyses were
conducted separately for cumulative burden of each

RESULTS
CHARACTERISTICS

OF

THE

POPULATION. The

characteristics of the study population and numbers
of participants in each separate cognitive test are
shown in Online Table 3. The representativeness of
the study population participating in the cognitive
testing was examined by comparing the baseline
differences between participants and nonparticipants
(Online Table 4). Participants were more often
women and older than nonparticipants. In addition,
they originated from families with higher income and
had better childhood academic performance. No differences were observed in the exposure variables.

cardiovascular risk factor in childhood, adolescence,

Cardiovascular

and young adulthood using each cognitive domain as

a d o l e s c e n c e , a n d y o u n g a d u l t h o o d . Associations

outcome. After that, family income, antihypertension

between childhood (age 6 to 12 years), adolescence

and dyslipidemia medication, and diagnoses of car-

(age 12 to 18 years), and young adulthood (age 18 to

diovascular diseases and diabetes mellitus were

24 years) cardiovascular risk factors and midlife

entered as covariates in these analyses.

cognitive performance are shown in Online Table 5.

risk

factors

in

childhood,

Second, further analyses were conducted for visual

The consistent ﬁnding was that elevated systolic BP

and episodic memory and visuospatial associative

and adverse lipids (high total- or LDL-cholesterol) in

learning (PAL test), which was the cognitive domain

childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood, as

showing most consistent results in the analyses

well as cigarette smoking in adolescence and young

separately for each early life cardiovascular risk fac-

adulthood, associated systematically with lower

tors. These analyses were conducted ﬁrst unadjusted,

midlife visual and episodic memory and visuospatial

and then entering age and sex as covariates. After

associative learning (PAL test) (Online Table 5). In

that, all early life cardiovascular risk factors were

general,

entered in the same age- and sex-adjusted model.

risk factors for the PAL test were similar across

Then, the analyses were additionally adjusted for

all exposure age categories. Additionally, we found

family income, antihypertension and dyslipidemia

some links of serum total-cholesterol, triglycerides,

the

effect

estimates

of

cardiovascular
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T A B L E 1 Performance in the PAL Test, Estimated Difference in Cognitive Age, and Mean Values of Risk Factor Variables Across the Early

Life Cumulative Cardiovascular Risk Factor Burden
Early Life Risk Factor Burden
(Between Ages 6 and 24 yrs)

N

PAL Test

Difference in
Cognitive Age*

Age 6–9 yrs

Age 12–15 yrs

Age 18–24 yrs

Systolic BP

The AUC variable for systolic BP
First quartile

462

0.21  1.00

Ref.

101.8  6.1

102.9  6.3

107.1  7.4

Second quartile

461

0.09  0.99

þ2.4 yrs

108.3  6.0

110.0  5.4

114.9  6.1

Third quartile

462

–0.09  0.98

þ6.0 yrs

111.1  6.3

115.3  5.5

122.6  5.9

Fourth quartile

463

–0.21  0.98

þ8.4 yrs

117.5  6.8

124.3  8.1

132.6  8.4

Serum Total-Cholesterol

The AUC variable for serum total-cholesterol
First quartile

462

0.16  0.96

Second quartile

461

–0.02  0.98

Ref.

4.7  0.5

4.1  0.5

3.9  0.5

þ3.6 yrs

5.3  0.4

4.8  0.4

4.6  0.4

Third quartile

462

0.03  0.98

þ2.6 yrs

5.8  0.4

5.2  0.4

5.1  0.5

Fourth quartile

463

–0.17  1.04

þ6.6 yrs

6.6  0.6

6.1  0.7

6.0  0.7

Daily Smoking

Daily smoking (between ages 12 and 24 yrs)
No

1,306

0.04  1.00

Ref.

Yes

491

–0.13  0.97

þ3.4 yrs

All participants
were nonsmokers

0%

0%

71.3%

94.5%

Values are mean  SD of the performance in the PAL test indicating learning and memory and of the cardiovascular risk factor values in the quartiles of the AUC variables for
early life systolic BP and serum total-cholesterol (age 6 to 24 years) and for dichotomized (age 12 to 24 years) smoking. For the PAL test, the values are mean  SD of the rank
order normalized principal component for the PAL test where the higher values indicate better performance. *The difference in cognitive age has been calculated comparing the
difference in the PAL test performance between the risk factor quartiles to our previous ﬁnding on the effect of age (–0.05 SD per year) on the PAL test (18). The lowest quartile
has been used as the reference category for all comparisons for cognitive age.
AUC ¼ area under the curve; BP ¼ blood pressure; PAL ¼ paired-associates learning; Ref. ¼ reference.

smoking, and BMI to the test measuring sustained

24 years) cumulative burden of systolic BP, serum

attention and visual processing (RVP test). How-

total-cholesterol, BMI, and smoking on midlife visual

ever, only the results for the PAL test remained

and episodic memory and visuospatial learning (PAL

consistently unchanged after further adjustments for

test) (Table 2). In the unadjusted bivariate analyses

family income, antihypertension and dyslipidemia

(Table 2, row A), early life exposure to elevated sys-

medication, and diagnoses of cardiovascular diseases

tolic BP, serum total-cholesterol, and smoking were

and diabetes mellitus. Detailed results are therefore

inversely related with the PAL test performance.

presented to examine the independent effects of

These associations were attenuated but remained

early life cumulative burden of systolic BP, serum

signiﬁcant when the effects of age and sex were taken

total-cholesterol, BMI, and smoking on PAL test per-

into account (Table 2, row B) when mutually adjusted

formance: First, we calculated the mean values of the

for in a multivariate model (Table 2, row C) and when

midlife PAL test performance and each cardiovascular

additionally

risk factor in childhood (age 6 to 9 years), adolescence

hypertension and dyslipidemia medications, and di-

(age 12 to 15 years), and early adulthood (age 18 to

agnoses of cardiovascular disease and diabetes

24 years) within the quartiles of the early life AUC

mellitus (Table 2, row D). This indicates that all 3 risk

variables for the same risk factors (Table 1). We also

factors were independently associated with the PAL

calculated the difference in cognitive age across the

test performance and that none of the other cova-

quartiles in the PAL test performance on the basis of

riates had signiﬁcant confounding effects.

adjusted

for

family

income,

anti-

our previous study that showed a –0.05 SD decline per

Further multivariate analyses were conducted

year in the YFS population (18). For example, the

including childhood academic performance, adult-

table shows a 0.42 SD difference between the extreme

hood education, apoEε4 genotype, and adulthood

systolic BP quartiles. This corresponds to 8.4 years’

physical activity level as covariates in the model. In

difference in cognitive age. Similarly, we see a 0.33 SD

this sample, the results for BP and serum total-

difference

total-

cholesterol remained essentially similar for visual

cholesterol quartiles (6.6 years) and a 0.17 SD differ-

and episodic memory and visuospatial associative

ence between smokers and nonsmokers (3.4 years).

learning (PAL test; n ¼ 1,450; systolic BP: b ¼ –0.065,

between

the

extreme

serum

Second, analyses were conducted to examine the

standard error [SE] ¼ 0.031, p ¼ 0.034; serum total-

independent effects of early life (between ages 6 and

cholesterol: b ¼ –0.076, SE ¼ 0.028, p ¼ 0.006), but
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T A B L E 2 Associations Between Cumulative Burden of Early Life Vascular

and visuospatial associative learning (PAL test),

Risk Factors (Age 6 to 24 Years) and Midlife Visual and Episodic Memory and

the effects on that cognitive domain were investi-

Visuospatial Associative Learning (PAL Test) in 1,733 YFS Participants

gated in relation to: 1) the number of early and

b Coefﬁcient (SE)

p Value

Systolic BP

–0.152 (0.023)

<0.0001

Serum total-cholesterol

–0.122 (0.024)

<0.0001

BMI

0.018 (0.026)

0.490

Smoking

–0.182 (0.054)

0.001

Row

A

B

C

D

Model

midlife cardiovascular risk factors; and 2) the number
of early life risk factors exceeding the recommended

Unadjusted bivariate models

Age- and sex-adjusted models

guidelines.
NUMBER OF EARLY AND MIDLIFE CARDIOVASCULAR
RISK FACTORS. Persons with none or 1 risk factor

(deﬁned as continuous AUC values exceeding the

Systolic BP

–0.067 (0.026)

0.010

Serum total-cholesterol

–0.064 (0.025)

0.010

BMI

–0.004 (0.025)

0.870

Smoking

–0.123 (0.053)

0.001

Systolic BP

–0.076 (0.028)

0.006

family income, antihypertension and dyslipidemia

Serum total-cholesterol

–0.059 (0.025)

0.018

medications, and diagnoses of cardiovascular dis-

BMI

0.026 (0.026)

0.315

eases and diabetes mellitus, the association between

Smoking

–0.140 (0.053)

0.008

the number of early life cardiovascular risk factors

Systolic BP

–0.064 (0.028)

0.023

Serum total-cholesterol

–0.053 (0.025)

0.037

BMI

0.029 (0.026)

0.281

Similar but weaker association between the number

Smoking

–0.140 (0.053)

0.008

of risk factors and PAL test was found for current

75th percentile and frequent smoking) during their
early life (ages 6 to 24 years) performed better in the
PAL test than participants with 2 to 3 early life cardiovascular risk factors. After adjusting for age, sex,

Multivariate model 1

Multivariate model 2

and midlife cognitive performance was highly signiﬁcant (n ¼ 1,733; b ¼ –0.135, SE ¼ 0.034, p < 0.0001).

midlife
Values are b coefﬁcients (SE) and p values from linear models. Unadjusted models are conducted
separately for variables indicating cumulative burden of early life (6 to 24 years) cardiovascular
risk factors (i.e., systolic BP, serum total-cholesterol and BMI, adolescence and young adulthood
smoking at the ages of 12 to 24 years) without covariates. Age- and sex-adjusted models are
conducted separately for each early life cardiovascular risk factor. In the multivariate model 1, all
variables indicating cumulative burden of early life (6 to 24 years) and cardiovascular risk factors
are entered simultaneously in an age- and sex-adjusted model. The multivariate model 2 is
adjusted additionally for childhood family income, adulthood antihypertension and dyslipidemia
medications, and diagnoses of cardiovascular diseases and diabetes mellitus. Variables for visual
and episodic memory and visuospatial associative learning (PAL test) and cardiovascular risk
factors are standardized (mean 0, SD 1), thus the b coefﬁcients indicate the amount of change in
the PAL test performance in standard deviations when the cumulative burden (6 to 24 years) of an
early life risk factor increases by 1 SD. One SD unit is equivalent to w6 mm Hg for systolic BP,
w0.7 mmol/l (w27 mg/dl) for total-cholesterol, and w2.4 kg/m2 for BMI. For smoking, the b
coefﬁcient estimates the effect of daily smoking between ages 12 to 24 years. For the PAL test,
lower values indicate lower cognitive performance. In all models, the participants with missing
data on any of the variables in the fully adjusted model were excluded from the analyses. Statistically signiﬁcant results are presented in bold.
BMI ¼ body mass index; SD ¼ standard deviation; SE ¼ standard error; YFS ¼ Young Finns
Study; other abbreviations as in Table 1.

cardiovascular

risk

factors

(n

¼ 1,662;

b ¼ –0.080, SE ¼ 0.035, p ¼ 0.020).
To examine whether the effect of early life risk
factors on PAL test were independent of the effect of
contemporaneous risk factors, we stratiﬁed the cohort
into groups according to the number of early and
midlife risk factors (Figure 1). When simultaneously
entered in a multivariable model, the effect of
early life risk factors remained signiﬁcant (n ¼ 1,622;

b ¼ –0.102, SE ¼ 0.037, p ¼ 0.006), but the effect of
the midlife risk factors was diluted ( b ¼ –0.052,
SE ¼ 0.038, p ¼ 0.166). The “independent” effect of
early risk exposure is illustrated in Figure 1. For
example, individuals who have been exposed to
several risk factors in early life have consistently of
about 0.25 SDs lower memory and learning compared
with the population mean regardless of the number of

the additional adjustments diluted the effects of

contemporary risk factors (gray dots in Figure 1). This

smoking for visual and episodic memory and visuo-

corresponds to about 5 years in cognitive aging in our

spatial associative learning (PAL test, n ¼ 1,450;
smoking: b ¼ –0.032, SE ¼ 0.060, p ¼ 0.60) and
for recognition, visual processing, and sustained
attention (RVP test, n ¼ 1,545; smoking: b ¼ –0.033,
SE ¼ 0.057, p ¼ 0.568). The covariate that was mainly
responsible for the dilution of the effect of smoking
was childhood academic performance, which was
directly

and

highly

signiﬁcantly

(p

value

always <0.008) associated with all midlife cognitive
domains.
MULTIPLE

population. These results remained essentially similar
after further adjustments with childhood academic
performance, adulthood education, apoEε4 genotype,
and physical activity level (N ¼ 1,450; early life risk
factors: b ¼ –0.116, SE ¼ 0.040, p ¼ 0.004; midlife risk
factors: b ¼ 0.004, SE ¼ 0.040, p ¼ 0.916).
In addition to the 75th percentile cutpoint used in
the main analyses, we performed sensitivity analyses
for the association between the number of risk factors
and cognitive performance using cutpoints of 70th,

CARDIOVASCULAR

RISK

FACTORS.

80th, and 85th percentiles for determining the

Because early life cardiovascular risk factors associ-

risk factor levels. The associations between the

ated systematically with visual and episodic memory

number of early and midlife cardiovascular risk
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factors and midlife cognitive performance remained
virtually unchanged regardless of the cutpoint used
(Online Table 6). Thus, by using several risk factor

F I G U R E 1 Midlife Performance on Episodic Memory and Visual Associative

Learning According to the Number of Early Life and Midlife Cardiovascular Risk
Factors (N ¼ 1,622)

percentile cutpoints, the number of early life risk
factors remained robustly associated with midlife
memory and learning. When the models were simul-

0.50

effect of early life risk factors remained signiﬁcant,
but the effects of the midlife risk factors were always
diluted. Furthermore, all models gave identical results if high total-cholesterol was replaced with high
LDL-cholesterol in the risk scores.
EARLY

LIFE

RISK

FACTORS

EXCEEDING

THE

RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES. In addition to the risk

factor levels based on percentile cutpoints, we
examined whether the effect of early life risk exposure is attributable to levels of risk factors repeatedly
exceeding the recommended guidelines for pediatric
atherosclerosis prevention using cutpoints shown
in Online Table 2. The analyses that considered risk

Mean Visual and Episodic Memory and Visuospatial
Associative Learning

taneously controlled for the midlife risk factors, the

N=25

N=484

0.25
N=286

N=162

N=98
N=289

0.00

N=59
N=98
N=121

-0.25

factors exceeding recommended guidelines indicated
that the persons with early life risk factors within the

-0.50

recommended guidelines had a 0.29 SD better visual
and episodic memory and visuospatial associative
learning (PAL test) than those exceeding the guidelines at least twice on all risk factors (model adjusted
for age, sex, family income, antihypertension and

0

1
2
Number of Midlife Cardiovascular Risk Factors
Number of Early Life Cardiovascular Risk Factors
0
1
2

dyslipidemia medications, and diagnoses of cardiovascular diseases and diabetes mellitus: n ¼ 1,568;

b ¼ –0.088, SE ¼ 0.032, p ¼ 0.007) (Central

The values represent means and 95% conﬁdence intervals indicating cognitive performance on visual and episodic memory and visuospatial associative learning in subgroups

Illustration). This effect remained identical after

classiﬁed according to the number of risk factors in early and midlife. The variables

further adjustments with childhood academic per-

showing signiﬁcant association for cognitive performance in the multivariate analyses

formance, adulthood education, apoEε4 genotype,
and physical activity level (n ¼ 1,341; b ¼ –0.077,
SE ¼ 0.035, p ¼ 0.029).

(i.e., systolic blood pressure [BP], serum total-cholesterol, and smoking) were included
in the variable for the cardiovascular risk factor clustering. In a multivariable model, the
association between the number of early life cardiovascular risk factors and midlife
cognitive performance was signiﬁcant (p ¼ 0.003) after adjustments for age, sex, family
income, and the number of midlife cardiovascular risk factors. The reference line is set

DISCUSSION

on the population mean. A 3-level variable indicating the number of risk factors during
early life was created from the area under the curve (AUC) variables for each cardio-

We found that increasing cumulative burden of systolic BP, serum total- and LDL-cholesterol, and

vascular risk factor (1 ¼ no risk factors, 2 ¼ 1 risk factor, 3 ¼ 2 or 3 risk factors), and the
categories are indicated with colors in the ﬁgure. The AUC variables for BP and serum
total-cholesterol were dichotomized into high-risk factor level ($75th percentile) and

smoking in childhood/adolescence associated with

low-risk factor level (<75th percentile). Smoking status was dichotomized into smokers

worse visual and episodic memory and visuospatial

and nonsmokers. The dichotomical variables were summed to create the variable

associative learning at midlife (PAL test). Impor-

indicating the number of risk factors (range: 0 to 3) during early life (6 to 24 years).

tantly, the associations were independent of midlife

A similar variable indicating the number of cardiovascular risk factors at the time of

exposures to the same risk factors. These ﬁndings

cognitive testing was formed and placed in the x-axis in the ﬁgure.

suggest that the associations between early life cardiovascular risk factors and midlife cognitive performance do not only reﬂect tracking of risk factor levels

(15) or risk of late-life cognitive deﬁcits (1–4). To

from childhood to adulthood, but that the risk factors

the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study

potentially start to exert their inﬂuence on cognitive

examining the cumulative burden of cardiovascular

performance already in childhood.

risk factors from childhood in relation to cognitive

Previous studies have observed inverse associations

performance in midlife. Of the risk factors examined,

between adulthood systolic BP, serum cholesterol,

we were able to demonstrate the independent

BMI, and smoking and midlife cognitive performance

effects of early life systolic BP, serum total- and
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2286
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cognitive deﬁcits prevention from secondary and

C E NT R A L IL LU ST R A T I O N Childhood Vascular Factors and

tertiary prevention to primordial prevention. With

Midlife Cognition: Midlife Performance on Episodic Memory
and Visual Associative Learning

the future YFS follow-up data on cognitive performance, we will be able to estimate using observational
data whether changes in risk factor levels from

Mean Visual and Episodic Memory and
Visuospatial Associative Learning

.30

childhood to adulthood are associated with the
deterioration of cognitive function between mid- to

.20

old adulthood.

.10

comes to obtain a comprehensive outlook to cognitive

The 4 cognitive domains were selected as out-

N=134

performance. Based on previous experimental studies

N=733

in animals, we especially expected to see links be-

.00
N=581

N=120

tween cardiovascular risk factors and tests indicating
memory and learning. Indeed, we found that the ef-

-.10

fects of early life risk exposure were strongly and
robustly associated with the visual and episodic

-.20

memory and visuospatial associative learning (PAL
test). Similarly, the CARDIA study found strong as-

-.30

p=0.006 for trend
0

1

2

sociations between serum total-cholesterol, BP, and
verbal memory (15). Additionally, we found weak

3

links of smoking and BMI to the test measuring sus-

Number of Early Life Vascular Risk Factors Exceeding
the Recommended Guidelines

tained attention and visual processing (RVP test)
that were of borderline signiﬁcance or did not

Rovio, S.P. et al. J Am Coll Cardiol. 2017;69(18):2279–89.

survive adjustments. The CARDIA study used the
Stroop test, which resembled the RVP test used in

These data are based on the number of risk factors (high low-density lipoprotein [LDL]-

our study, and found some associations with systolic

cholesterol, elevated systolic blood pressure [BP], and cigarette smoking) with levels
exceeding the recommended guidelines (16–18). The variables showing signiﬁcant associa-

BP (15). We did not ﬁnd associations between

tion for cognitive performance with guideline recommendations for children/adolescence

risk exposures and working memory (spatial working

(i.e., LDL-cholesterol, systolic BP, and smoking) were included in the variable for the

memory test) or reaction time (reaction time test).

cardiovascular risk factor clustering. The bars indicate the mean values of the principal

Effects on the reaction time were not expected based

component for visual and episodic memory and visuospatial associative learning and the

on previous animal data. Additionally, the lack of

whiskers are standard errors. The individuals were classiﬁed as: 0 ¼ no risk factor levels
exceeding guidelines or levels exceeding at most once per risk factor; 1 ¼ risk factor levels

effects of risk factor exposure on working memory

exceeding guidelines twice or more on 1 risk factor; 2 ¼ risk factor levels exceeding

in midlife is perhaps also not surprising because

guidelines twice or more on 2 risk factors; or 3 ¼ risk factor levels exceeding guidelines twice

difﬁculties in encoding and recall might become

or more on all risk factors. The inverse dose-response relation with cognitive performance

visible before difﬁculties in other type of memory

was signiﬁcant (b ¼ –0.088; p ¼ 0.007), adjusted for age, sex, family income, anti-

functions (e.g., working memory, recognition) (26).

hypertension and dyslipidemia medications, and diagnoses of cardiovascular diseases and

Thus, our results are consistent with studies in

diabetes mellitus. The reference line is set on the population mean.

animal models that have observed associations between cardiovascular risk factors and memory and
learning.
LDL-cholesterol, and smoking. Participants with these

The neural networks related to the PAL test localize

early life risk factors, factored as continuous or binary

mainly to medial temporal lobes, speciﬁcally to the

variables, deﬁned either by using several arbitrary

hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus (16). These

cutpoints or by using current guidelines for athero-

anatomical structures are responsible for learning and

sclerosis prevention, had worse midlife cognitive

memory (27). Imaging studies have reported that

performance than those with low risk factor levels.

exposure to cardiovascular risk factors is associated

Although the observational nature of our study

with increased amount of cerebral white matter alter-

precludes

it

ations and structural brain changes in the elderly

provides evidence on cognitive beneﬁts gained by

(28–31) and augment the effect of age on volume loss in

maintenance of cardiovascular risk factors at low

the hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, and medial

levels already from early life. If this hypothesis

temporal lobes in healthy adults (32). These ﬁndings

is correct, adopting active monitoring and treatment

may offer insights into the associations between early

strategies against cardiovascular risk factors from

cardiovascular risk factors and medial temporal lobe–

childhood would be needed to turn the focus of

related brain functions. Furthermore, in elderly

making

clinical

recommendations,
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patients with mild cognitive impairment, deﬁcits

once. This prevented us from studying the role of

in the PAL test have been linked to preclinical

early life cardiovascular risk factors on changes in

Alzheimer’s disease pathology (33–36).

midlife cognitive performance. Furthermore, we were

The main neuropathological mechanisms underly-

unable to examine the role of glucose levels as an

ing associations between cardiovascular risk factors

early life risk factor because we did not have data to

and old age cognitive deﬁcits are suggested to be

construct a cumulative exposure variable similarly to

subclinical ischemia causing cerebrovascular damage

systolic BP and serum total-cholesterol. However, the

(27,37), structural brain changes, and atrophy (28–31).

CARDIA study found no association between young

Additionally, risk factors may inﬂuence cerebral

adulthood/midlife cumulative blood glucose burden

b-amyloid protein metabolism (38,39). In young

and midlife cognitive performance among normo-

populations, however, the mechanisms remain un-

glycemic population (15). Another limitation is the

known. Cardiovascular risk factors cause systemic

possibility of residual confounding resulting from

atherosclerosis, loss of distensibility in the vascula-

unmeasured factors, which is always possible in

ture, vessel ﬁbrosis, plasma protein leakage, and

observational studies such as the YFS. Our results

accumulation of lipid-containing macrophages in the

remained unchanged after controlling the analyses

vessels (40–42). In the brain, these changes may lead

for a wide array of possible confounding factors

to cerebral hypoperfusion and local inﬂammation,

including the adulthood levels of cardiovascular risk

which disrupt the vulnerable surrounding neuronal

factors. It remains possible, however, that some

milieu

cerebral

unmeasured factors contribute to the association

hypoperfusion atherosclerotic changes may initiate

between cardiovascular risk factors and cognitive

and/or accelerate neurodegenerative changes (e.g.,

performance. Furthermore, computerized cognitive

b-amyloid deposition and clearance, synaptic and

tests are not routinely used in clinical settings to di-

neuronal dysfunction/loss) that ultimately lead to

agnose cognitive performance. In this study, the test

alterations in cognitive performance (38,39).

battery was not used for clinical decision making but

(37).

Additionally,

by

inducing

We found that the participants with several early

as a tool to evaluate cognitive performance among

life cardiovascular risk factors, including elevated BP,

healthy young and middle-age adults on a population

high LDL-cholesterol, and smoking, exceeding the

level. Previous studies have shown that these tests

recommended guidelines had an w0.3 SDs lower

are useful in capturing variation in cognitive perfor-

performance in the PAL test than those participants

mance in healthy populations (44–46). Therefore, the

whose risk factors remained always within the

tests used in the YFS may be considered adequate in

guidelines. When using arbitrary cutpoints for BP and

discriminating the cognitive variation among the

total-cholesterol (exceeding 75th percentiles), we

participants. Another potential limitation is a possible

similarly found that individuals who had been

selection in the follow-up study; the participants

exposed to all 3 risk factors in early life had an w0.4

were more often women and older than non-

SDs lower performance in the PAL test than in-

participants, and they originated from families with

dividuals without any early life risk factor exposures.

higher income and had better childhood academic

In the YFS population, we see a linear decline in the

performance. However, no differences were observed

PAL test performance that equals 0.05 SDs per year

in the levels of early life exposure variables. Further-

between ages 34 and 49 years (18). Therefore, the

more, we conducted several statistical tests in our

present study suggests that the effect of early life risk

study, which may increase the probability of false

factor clustering on the PAL test performance corre-

positive ﬁndings; however, because the main analyses

sponds to a 6- to 8-year difference in cognitive age.

were based on a priori hypotheses, we did not

Furthermore, we found that the cumulative effect of

apply multiple testing correction. Moreover, with

the early life risk exposure on the PAL test perfor-

respect to the establishment of causality, observa-

mance was stronger and independent of the effect of

tional studies are prone to bias caused by reverse

current midlife risk exposure. This observation em-

causation. Nevertheless, the use of existing popula-

phasizes the role of early life risk exposure on later

tion cohorts from childhood to adulthood is the only

cognitive performance, and may be in line with the

realistic approach to test the hypothesis that early

existence of differential sensitive periods and age

life risk exposure is causally linked with adult cogni-

windows of vulnerability to environmental factors

tive performance because it is not possible to perform

and conditions during brain maturation (43).

life-long randomized control trials to test causal
relations between childhood risk factors and adult

STUDY

LIMITATIONS. Limitations

of

this

study

outcomes. The most important competing explanation

include that cognitive performance was measured

for these associations is that cognitive function in
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early life might determine (or might be associated with

monitoring/treatment strategies against cardiovas-

other factors determining) the emergence of vascular

cular risk factors from childhood to turn the focus of

risk factors. If that hypothesis was true, midlife

cognitive deﬁcits prevention to primary and primor-

cognitive performance would simply be a marker of

dial prevention.

tracked early life cognitive function. We were able to
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effect of smoking was diluted. This suggests that the
association between early life smoking and midlife

PERSPECTIVES

cognitive performance might be confounded by baseline cognitive performance; however, the effects of
other risk factors as well as the effect of the early life

COMPETENCY IN MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE:
Systolic BP, serum cholesterol levels, and smoking in

risk factor clustering remained essentially similar after

childhood and adolescence are associated with worse

taking account the childhood academic performance.

cognitive performance, especially memory and

Nevertheless, because the possibility of residual con-

learning, by midlife, independent of later exposure to

founding remains, the results in YFS should be repli-

these risk factors. These ﬁndings point to the impor-

cated in other longitudinal cohorts with follow-up

tance of implementing primordial prevention strate-

from childhood to adulthood.

gies directed against cardiovascular risk factors earlier

CONCLUSIONS

in life to promote cognitive health in adulthood.

In summary, these data indicate that the cumulative
burden of BP, serum total- and LDL-cholesterol, and
smoking from childhood and adolescence associate
independently and combined with midlife cognitive

TRANSLATIONAL OUTLOOK: The mechanisms by
which cardiovascular risk factors present in childhood
and adolescence promote the cognitive decline
associated with aging require further investigation.

performance. The ﬁndings give support to active
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